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" ALL THE CAMPUS NEWS 
IN EVERY 
PRINTING 
EDITION ISSUE" 
V OLUM E XII HAR D ING COLLEGE, SEARCY, :ARKANSAS AP.RIL 23) 1940 N UM BER 26 
Celebrating 500th A nniversary of Printing 
STUDENTS SPEAK 
IN HARDING DAY 
CHAPEL SERVICE 
Flannery, Sears, And Timmer~ 
man Discuss · L ife And 
Works Of P ioneer In 
Christian Education. 
In grateful memory of James 
Alexander Harding, founder of 
Christian Schools, for whom this 
college is named, the ninety-second 
anniversary of his birth was com-
memorated on April 17. 
The memorial service from 10 to 
·12 was dedicated by Dr. Benson to 
"a pioneer in the fie ld of Ch rh;t ian 
education, James A. Harding." 
Speakers for the occassion w ere 
Jaok Wood Sears , E. F. Timmer-
man, and Emerson F la nnery, mem-
bers of the junior and sen ior classes. 
Jack Wood Sears, preat-grandson 
of Harding, described his life in 
general. By relating n umerous in-
cidents in his life h e r evealed the 
personality of' Harding- his absolute 
faith in G<>d, his magnetic, loveable 
persona.Iity, his quick , short-lived 
temper, his great will power, and his 
firm convictions. 
Harding's work as a preacher, 
debator, and writer was the subject 
James A . Harding 
Life History 
Of .B ooks Is 
TNT 's Trek To 
Cochran's Bluff 
12 DELEGATES 
FROM THE BISON 
TO ATTEND ACPA 
PRINTING PLANT IS 
WORTHY PART OF 
Group To Leave Friday For 
Press Meet At Russellville; 1 
HARDING COLLEGE 
Arkansas T ech Is Host For : ==============.~ 
.Convent ion. · · · Workshop Play 
Twelve delegates from the Press T p d 
Club wil leave Friday morning to i 0 Be resente 
l :~t:::s~:ec:~~;~ ~~.:::n~~:oc~:t~:~ I Thursday- N1.ght 
'at Arkansas Tech, R ussellville. The 
convention will open Friday after-
Shop Will Re .Open 
For Visitors Today 
By BUCK HARRIS 
noon and continue through Satur- Probably one of the most val uable 
day mornin g. "Take No Chances," a three act I a nd beneficial departments on the 
Those who will make the trip are comedy, filled with human inter est campus is the college print shop. 
Verle Craver, Margaret Lakotas, and humorous situations is the next · Under the supervision of Homer F. 
Ann French, Mable Dean McDoniel, workshop tournament play to be I "Doc" Howk, the plant does all of 
Pon Bentley, S. F . T immerman, Ex-
1 
presented by the Campus Players, ! the college prin ting and photo-
cell Berryhill, Gene Koken, L. D. I which will be given Thursaa.v ., ·.,,._I graphy. 
1 i:ashier, L~uis Green, Buck Har-1 Ing ~pril 25, at eight o'clock. . Before t his est ablishment, college 
l ns, and Neil B. Cope, faculty ad- I It 1s ·the story of J. B. Herrick a j officials estimated that over a thou-! viser. 1 wealthy St. Louis banker, played by 
1 
sand dollars wa s spent yearly on 
1 Only a limited n u mber of the ; John .Mason, who has t:mporarlly just printing m aterials alone and 
, Press Club are able to attend be-1 Iost his reason. Mr. Hernck escapes . since this inst allment, the printing 
I ca use transportation facilities for : from the sanatorium in which his 1 bills have been reduced to cost, sav-
1 on ly a portion of th~ club are avail- i f~mily has p.laced him. an~ takes up· ing the school quite a sum. Such 
able. his abode with a family m a small , jobs as catalogs, bu11etins, Ietter-
The meet will open Friday after- town. The family recognizes him as 1 heads for each office, handbills for 
n oon at 3: 30 with registration. A the wealthy banker but does not programs, and scores of other jobs 
I g~neral meeting of , all delegates j realize his ment~l co.ndition. T.he t{lat run into money when done at 
i t t • _ Thirteen TNT m inhere e.nd thei-r , will e held 8f 4 o clock, and a !many h um.orous s 1 tuati~ns that arise e. r,,1- 11~1 erC'&;•l !"1"\"'t '."!''' ~ !)art of of s. F - Timmerm.a.n!s sp ' C' . ur- T n eres in·~ 1" t ill th t t I d ~ e i respective dates traveled to Coch- ?~r.que w ~e at .6:30. An add- rw fl. y ry 0 ca~·ry. Jt •rn O~' Clti I tn ~ . ~.nt s1'1op's dally work. 
ing his 17 years asfraonm evthaengedleisetp, . . ' ran's Bluff for the annua l spring! it: onal attraction will be a track of th1,s f. amous ans~oc.rat fur.mshes In addition to the college work, 
Har·ding preached I t t k S j f 1 . t h h t 
. By MARY ADAMS outing yesterday. They were ac- mee e. ween Ar ansas tate Tea- an e\ emng 0 re axa JOn w ic a hte shop finds time to print The 
South to Canada and on both sides . d h . chers and Tech at 8 o'clock. I times reaches the height of hilarity. • . · . . 
of the Mississippi, including Arkan I didn't know there was s.o much ' compame by t e club spmsor, Mr.
1 
1 
B1Bson each week, which is one of 
He appealed to the emotion: to learn about books until I started Neil B. Cope, and Miss Elsie Mae Saturday morning, following J The other characters in the play the biggest jobs t hey have .The 
sas. H ·h h . breakf st, the final meeting will who are expectedto equal Mr. Her-as well as the intellect of his au- looking up some references to write opper, Vi o c ape1 oned the group. . . , 1 • • • 1 annual Book of Verse published 
dience. As a debat or he was clear, 
logical, and convincing. He de-
batde wit h such men as Moody, 
this article. I have combined it all Sandwiches, fruit salad, and tea be held and all of the associations I rick m audience appeal are Jane by the Poetry Club is also done 
in a lump and I hope it will add a ! were the life susta ining items on business will be discussed. Herri_ck, daug11 LLr of the banker I there. 
· ' th · · f t h f 1' k' · The group will return to the cam- played by Constance Ford; Kent little more to your knowl~dge about i e picmc or e r o IC mg pic- 1 I To do such jobs as they are doing, b I nickPrs 1 pus late Saturday afternoon. (Continued on page 3) . 
vVilkinson, Hall, and Garrison. As ooks. · · . I a plant must have the latest equ1p-
a writer he contributed to the "Gos- : The direct ancestry of the modern . Couples attending the . outi~g T rnent and plenty of it, and this plant 
pel Adivocate" for many years and printed book begins with a papyrus ~ere Don Bentley and Conme, V1r- JOhann Gutenberg Really is not exception. Included in their 
was editor of "The Way," a reli- roll of 18 columns in Egyptian g 1l Bentley and Evelyn Chesshir, equipment is a Iinotype, three small 
gious paper now incorporated in hieratic writing of about the 25th Lo.Well Farmer ~nd ~7inne J o C~es-1 Started Somefhz•ng When job presses and a big Klluge master 
"The Christian Leader." century B. C., now in the Musee de s h1r, Ralph Stirman and ~7tlrna feeder press, perforator, stapler, 
Harding's life as an educator was Louvre at P a r is , preserving the/ Collins, ~ob Cronin. and Mary A~- H L d 7' ,.,- bl T s teotypilng equipment, two saws, 
discussed by Emerson Flannery. maxims of Ptahhetep'. Papyrus con • . berta Elhs, Harold Pmks ton and Ins e nvente 1.t'~ ova e ype and cases of hand! set type for 
Harding's life as a.n educator was tinued to be the usual vehicle if Merritt, Adair Chapman and Na ncy I job work and headlines. 
discussed by Emerson Flannery. writing until the early centuries of Mullaney, Gi·iffin Copelan d and La - By LOUISE NICHOLAS ~manuscripts. Paper from Ch ina Howk has his own stock room and 
Harding's first teacching position the Christian era, and it was from vonne Thornton, Floyd Ch ubb a nd Try to imagine that you lived in was being used instead of parch - 1 found on its selves is paper for 
was as tuto r to John Fox, Jr., who the Greek lettering meaning papy- Marilyn ThornNm, Thomas W a rd a town where there are no books, ment ordinary, legible writing in- all sorts of work that can be under-
became the well -known author of rus that we got our word "Bible." : a nd Doris Cluck, Larry Buffaloe' magazines or newspapers. You stead of elaborate lettering. There . taken. Having a stock room proves 
the novel "Trail of the Lonesome In the 2nd century, B. C., Eumenes and Mary Etta Langston, Denn.is I would know nothing of new ideas l were no more monks slowly writing: to be. an advantage, because the 
Pine," It was in association with IT, king of Pergomus, finding papy- l Harr is and Lois Wilson, and Bill 1· and of events which occure every away in solitary cells, but secu lar supphe~ can be p u rchased at whole -
David Lipscomb in Nashville, Ten- rus hard to procure, introduced im - r• Stokes and Juanita Seimers. da y, unless you had a radio. scribes, school masters, were band- sale prices. 
n essee, that Harding first conceived provements into the preparations of In contrast w ith such a situation ing together in urban workshops Another compartment of this· 
the idea of a Bible school for men the skins of sheep and calves for · T f b S d D .the modren community can read and starting a sort of mass pro- shop is the photography division, 
and women in all walks of life, writing purposes, and parchment I 0 e ts pen ay in its daily newspapers about events . duction of manuscripts. Gutenberg's. in which all college photographic 
rather than for preac~ers only. Ten' came in use. At Be Rock that happen the same day on the invention, the printing from movable '. work is caried on. Students who 
years after the estabhs~1ment of the j In the 10th centtury there was in - 1 e 1 other side of the world. It has a I type, diclnot stand out a t once 1 make pictures and carry them to 
Nash:ille Bible School m 1801, J. A. 1 troduced from the East a new writ- 1 library filled with the best boolks as the real, final solut ion which it \ Howk can get them back within 
Hardmg founded another school at ing material made from a pulp of T h ursday the Tofebt Club held and magazines. turned out to be. His work was not- 24 h ou rs. A lthough the Petit Jean 
Bowling Green Kentu cky, the Pot- ' li~en rags, and the name of the : their spring outing at Bee Rock. I Of human inventions, next to a commercial success. photography this year was done 
ter Bibi~ College. This. was really vanquished papyrus was transfer- I ~embers and guests were Pauline I la nguage in importance is writing Since paper and black printing by Faucett-Hogue from Little Rock , 
the precursor of Hardmg College, red to this new rival. Paper-mills R e id and Thomas Ward, Hollie. or .a method of putting down sym- came from. China, it means that Howk had all the work he could 
for the students from the school , were set up in Europe In the 12th . Gann and Eugene Cone, Mary Eliza- · bois so that they can be read and printing ink and knowledge of how handle for the yearbook too. Most 
(Continued I ' · on page 3) ' century and the use of paper gained bet h Skidmore and Doyle Earwood, i understood by others. The greatest to get an irnpressian a lso came form any night of the week will fi n d 
·--------- I gro~nd, tho~gh ~ot very r~pi~ ly, , Margt~ erite O 'Bani.on and Pau.l Kel- \a dvan ces in the history of this pro- there. The Chi.nese apparently knew "Doc'' back in his dark room 
K J K ' v until the mvent10n of prmtmg !er , Mildred O'Ban10n and Levi Mat-1 cess was the invention of printing 1 how to cast smgle, movable letters, working on some pictures that a 0 0 ai s isit ' c~eated a demand for it which has lack. Miss Elsie Mae Hopper chap- with movable types by Johannes I! and they passed t heir knowledge on student wants rushed so he can 
I smce continually increased, and is er oned the gi·oup. _ •Gute n berg abou t 1440, marking a to the Koreans, who definitely made show them to his girl friend. 
S L f Th d now largely met by substitutes jnew and g lorious era in the progress bronze type about t hirty years be- Included in the personnel of the ugar oa urs ay passing under the same name, AI h Th G T I of t he human race. Until, 500 years I fore Gutenberg's experimen ts. shop are students who are working 
main ly composer of wood-pulp, es - p a etas 0 0 3%0, all pl·inting was done by hand, Gutenberg knew about Chinese fo1: tuition. Quentin Gateley is the 
I porto grass, and clay. Bee Rock For Ou ting a p rocess so laborious and so slow I block pr in.ting but it is dou btful if I ch 1~f o~era~or at the linotype and 
Members of the Ko Jo Kai Cl u b 1 The usual form of the papyrus that books were available only to he, or anyone e lse in Europe knew i assists m Job work when needed; 
a n d t h e ir dates spent Thursday at was a roll wound around a stick. a very few scholars because they I about the Korean bronze type. Even I Gene Hancock and Jack Nadeau 
Sugar L oaf Mountain for their The Codex came into fashion in The Alpha Theta Club spent yes-I were so rare and costly. · if he did, he still was a great in- are the press men and have charge 
spring outing . Martial's time at Rome. As the terday at Bee Rock on their spring People d!d not realize the im- I ventor, though som e people think of all press work. Hancock usually 
Those attending were Bonnie Lee volume was unrolled it revealed a outing. portance of Gutenberg's in'ven tion, that there was not much left for\ "~orks on the master press and as-
Harris a nd Dan Spencer, Ejva J o series of narrow columes of wri t - 1 Those attending were Ermyl Mc- 1 did not see, and feel what a tre- to invent. He had much t o do. F irs t [ sists Howk in the photograplhic 
Brown, and Lamar Baker, Ina J o ing. F adden and Harold Koehler, J u lia 1 m endous t.hing was happening right of all, .1:'ar Easte~n p r intin.g like I work. Dennis and Wtnston Allen 
Crawford and Ber noid Bailey , J o . In the 15th century the differe n ce Browning and John Jackson, Ilo . before their eyes. Gutenberg h imself the writmg t h at preceded it , h as are the gene ral task boys of the 
Sulli~an and Reese Walton , Jua nita between a manuscript written in a ! Argo and Woodrow Wilson, Panline ' knew. He would not otherwise have characters that represen t words and shop. Their \~ork cons ists of folding 
Trawick and Lloyd L easure, W ilella form al book-hand and an early i Jackson and Milton Poole, Gretchen devoted his life and happiness, sac- syllables, not single letters as n our papers, staplmg, perforating, count- . 
Knapple a n d Roy Roe, Mable Brad - ! printed copy of same work, print- I Hill and Dillion Thomas, Blanche 1 r ificed everything he ever had , fo r alphabet. The chinese used no pr ess. ing and wrapping all sorts of jobs . 
ley and Guy Goodwin , Louise Moore . ed in the same d istrict, was very . Copelan d and Estel McCluggage, l h is invention. The people close to They made their impression s by Paul Shira, who rE:lcently worked 
and Lloyd Wats~n, Madge Smith ! sligh t in g eneral appearan ce. The I Mona Belle Campbell and Dennis I ~1 irn . . knew and. understood , h owever, rubbing, and therefore d id n ot have out his time there, was a g eneral 
and Alexander Spiro, Wylene _Chap- 1 printer's type would as a r ule be Allen, Ruth Bradley and Thednal it d id seem a little fantastic and im- to bother about getting even surface man, feeding presses, and d oin g all 
man a n d John M ason, Frances ; based on a h a n do/I"iting considered I Garner, Christella Ford and Dale pracitcal. However, they were get- from which to print as did Gu ten- sorts of work that w e re rus h jobs. 
Stroud an~ B ill Stok~s , W ill iam i by the s cribes appr o priate t o works I Fletcher, and Mrs. Ray Stapleton I ting ready for printing long before berg. Besides carrying on a ll of the 
Sande~s, Miss Mary E lhot t, and D r . 
1 
of the same class. The chapter 1 and Mrs. Walter Larkins as chaper- they knew anything about it, as j He had to make the bed of his Printing supervision, pho tog raphic 
Summitt, chaperones. ( Continue d on page 4) ones. shown by the early fifteenth cen- (Contin u e d on page 3) (Continued on page 3) 
PAGE TWO 
TH~ON 
Official student newspaper, published weekly by 
the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas, 
during the regular school year. 
Bison Office •.•.•••.•.•• · • • • · •... 101 Men's Builci!ng 
Subscriptions .••••••••.•. · · ·.. •.•. . . • $1.00 per year 
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at 
the postoffice at Searcy, Arkansas, under the Act of 
March, 3, 1879. 
flE~Rl!SBNTED P'Oft NATIONAL A.DV&RTlBINCJ BY 
National Advertising Service, Inc. 
College PubUshen ReJ>r•sentatirJtJ 
420 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK, N. Y. 
CHICAGO • BOSTON • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
Buck Harris 
Neil B. Cope 
Editor-in-Chief 
Faculty Adviser 
Excell Berryhill • . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • Sports Editor 
Verle Craver .••.....•.•..•.....•.... Society Editor 
Margaret Lakotas . . . . . . . . . • Secretary of Press Club 
Pluto McGill ... , . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • • . . Columnist 
Mable Dean McDoniel . . • • . • . . . . . • . • • . • • Columnist 
S . F. Timmerman . . • . . • . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . Columnist 
Justine Beavers .......•.•... .. ..... •. .... Columnist 
Virgil Bentley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Columnist 
L. D. Frashler • . . • . . • . . • • . • . • • . . • • • . • • . . • • Columnist 
Earl Stover . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . Columnist 
J. P. Thornton . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Columnist 
Reportorial Staff-Ann French, Ralph Stirman, 
N'orma Marcus, Mary Adams, Gorman Wilks, Mildred 
Leasure, Doug Harris, Orvid Mason, Louise Nicholas, 
Mary Alberta Ellis, Marian Camp, Morgan Poole, 
Paul Shira, Virg:nia McDaniels, Marie Brannen, Mac 
Timmerman, and Valda Montgomery. 
BUSINESS ST Al-<P 
Don C. Bentley Business Manager 
Louis Green . . . • . . • • • • . • . . . • . . Advertising Solicitor 
Vernon Boyd . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . Advertising Solicitor 
Virgil Bentley . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Advertising Collector 
Gene Koken ....•............... Circulation Manager 
Bob Cronin . . • • . . . . . . Assistant Circulation Manager 
CHAPEL SINGING 
HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS APRIL 23, 1940 
WHOOZINIT 
BY 
P. McGILL 
FLOYD CHUBB SEEMS TO BE HARD PRESS-
ED 'l'O retain his claim on Wanda Allen. He found 
it necessary to enUst the services of Dennie "Cagney'' 
Harris and "Si" Ewing in his campaign ...... EX-
CERP FlROM THE SHRIDVEPORT TIMES: fA-
certain tall, lanky prep from Harding really made a 
hit in Shreveport while several of the boys were 
down there. }iow'd he do it? ....... . SEEMS AS IF 
WE HAVE AN ETERNAL TRIANGLE on the cam-
pus. Pauline Johnson casts· eyes at Scruggs and 
Scruggs disregards them for Violet Nicholson. Won-
der who Nicholson is out for? ......... . LIPSCOMB 
FLASHES!! . . .. JeITy Farrar goes haywire over a 
former admirer ...... Dot Baker gives a parting kiss 
to Brother Jack .... .... SERIOUSLY THOUGH, the 
program was really swell. Someone remarked that it 
• • • 
I was looldng over the reprint of proach any problem is the try--angle. 
Henderson State Teachers College a paper that is over a hundred years * • * 
was host to high school seniors · in old the other day andi it seems they A woman usually has two views 
that section of the state, April 22. had difficulty filling space. The of a secret. Either it's not worth 
modern paper is much different. !keeping, or it's too good to keep. 
Sigma Pi Rho, national honorary This poem from the Paris Herald Every paper that I see 
Latin fraternity, will hold its na-1 illustrates this. Prints these Jines so cheerfully 
tlonal convention at Arkansas State Germans in Denma~k 
Teachers College on April 27. Dele- If you have a thing to say Ten arrested in Raid . 
gates from eight states are expect- Cut it diown! . John Doe Hangs at Ten-Thirty 
d Something you must write today, Twenty . Killed in Railroad Wreck 
e · 
1 
C'ut it down! Police Hunt for Missing Bride 
Let your words be short and few, Guess I'll stick to writing verse 
The A Cappella Chorus of Abilene I Aim to make them clear and true, Surely it can not be worse. 
Christian College recently made a Monosyllables will do "' * * 
six-day tour through eastern Texas 
and western Louisiana. 
Cut it down. Daffy-nitions 
Are you writing to the Press? L polygon-man who has many 
C t ·t d wives. 
Louisiana State University had to u 1 own. 1 2_ ambiguity-means having two 
publish the names of 35 students . Make it half or even less. I 
C t it d 1 wives living at the same time. who had neglected to collect wages u own. I 
due them for N y A work. E~itors like pithyprose, 3. brunette-a young bear. 
Lengthy letter and their foes 4. circle-a line which meets its 
Take a hint from "one who knows.'' 
1 
other end without ending. 
New Jersey College for Women 
has a new course called "Back- Cut it down! 5. myth-a female moth. 
* • • 
ground for War." • • * 
When Gutenburg invented print- Student (leaving college)-"Good-
was worth the price of admission just to hear Brew- Capital University 
er, and we agree ...... DINERS GOT THEIR GENES Liquidation Day on 
has an annual ing he didn't know how much he bye sir, I'm indebted to you for all 
which all stu- was benefiting man. Just think of I know." 
MIXrED at dinner the other day. They sang "Happy 
Birthday" to Gene Koken and it should have been 
to Hancock. May the next 17 bring you much hap-
piness, Gene' .. 1 ••••• WHAT A COINCIDENCE! D. C. 
dents are expected to settle their 
indebtedness and pay their bills. 
Microfilms of daily newspaper are 
LAWRENCE AND D. C. BENTLEY ...... . .. . AH! 
being made at the University of' I 
A NEW ROMANCE! This Cone-Gann case has been Michigan library in order to con-
blossoming right under our nose and we didn't know 
it. Perdoneme, usted ....... . BE'WEAR ! BEWEAR ! 
serve storage space. 
MARCUS STRIKES AGAIN'! And this time it is that Students of George Pepperdine 
innocent lil' Plunkett boy . . . . . . . . . . TO RELIEVE College recently made a trip to Tia-
THOSE WONDERING why several boys persisted in juana, Mexico. Two bus loads of 
standing at the back of the auditorium during the students made the trip under the 
DLC concert we'll proceed to explain. In spite of the sponsorship of the foreign language 
fact that there were several ;vacant seats, Ganus, club. 
Hinds, Koehler, and Wilks were waiting for the bus 
to arrive with the lady frans, who had been to the The University of Kentucky's ar-
speech meet · ·· · ····A RASH STATEMENT: "Sure, chaleological museum contains 2,100 
we've broken our engagement, but don't quote me," Indian skeletons. 
having to read Gone With The Wind Prof.-"Don't mention such a tri-
aftet· it had been written in long fle." 
hand by some folks. 
* • * 
Thought of the Week: 
• * * 
Does she have her own way? 
Does she? Why she writes her 
The best angle from which to ap- diary a week ahead of time. 
@Jpirit (@f 
aJqriat 
BackstaaE 
B)' EARL STOVER 
Conducted by 
S. F. TIMMERMAN 
Although I realize that it will 
1 
sound as if it were an exchange or 
--;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; j compliments, neverless I'd like to 
THE BIBLE AND PRINTING j say "Congratulations, Dennis Allen, 
' on you handling of this colum,n last 
f B k' The bible is the ·Book of books. : week. I think it d0€s the regular 
IDlementary schools o .uc mg- 11 Today there are more Bibles sold staff good to see thei·r places fi'lled 
quoth Craver ........ HEAR YE! HEAR YE! ITIN 
HAS ONLY five hund-red (500) pictures left, gals, 
so you'd better hurry and get them, school is almost 
ham~hire, England, provide hot ] than any other book, and the second so ·easily and so well by other stu-
out! · · · · ·······.DON'T GIVE UP, PLUNKETT, the meals· to students at four cents a. 1 to it falls far behind. The Bible has 
h . h t d d th b head. been translated into more languages \ 1 t as soon as 1g wa er goes own an en may e and dialects tha:n has any other I enjoyed the entire paper as 
pony express from Kirbyville, Texas will be resumed I I , dents.'' 
you'll get some mail. Ask Stoker Waters how he SCRAPS 
1 
. I week. 'l'he editing of a special issue 
1 d l book, and today peop e m eYery part 1 Song racks were conveniently pace on gets his ........ ANOTHER CASE THAT IS GET- "I'm fed up on that" said the h 1 b 1 t 't . by the freshman staff not only prn-1 • of t e go e i.ave access o i in 1 
back of the chapel seats in order that every at- I TING AS THICK AS "Doc" Abbott's mustache is baby as he pointed to his high-[; their own vernacular. No other \ vides an interesting paper, but 
this Bentlcy-Chesshir affair. Incidentally, this is ' .hi"irs out new members for the 
tendant m:ay have ea%Y a. c;~Js to a hymn bo,ok, "YTnc,., and Ev l yo .. .. .. . . WE'RE DISAPPPOIN'TED. chair. ' 1Job1c is so loved and cherished than l 1 "' 
f 11 th d 1 ,.., 9" -The Echo . tl lI 1 B 'bl d b k. h i regular staff. but even that has not t e re nee so great y 'I VERLE AND VALDA didn't have a thing for us this :s 1e o y 1 e, an no oo as , · 
h h 1 · · D' so definitelv influenced the lives of \ Since this is the printing anni-indicated recently in t e c ape singing. 1rec- week .... .... OSWALD SAYS THA'l' AN AFTE~ I • . 
Man may have learned to fly like, such a great multitude of people as versary edition of the Bison, it 
tor Leonard Kl.rk selects beautiful and appro- DINNER SPEAKER is one who talks on a full stom- I a bird, but he hasn't yet learned to has the Book of books. ! would probably be appropriate to 
priate songs .and pitches them properly, but the ach and an empty head · · · · s it on a barbed-wire fence. j devote this week's column to print-
following is generally weak and the songs do In the light of these wonders, it l ing, its values, uses and po~sibilities. 
M de e Molly sat upon the sand; is not strange that the Bible should , I think, however, that printng has not have the fine religious feeling and fervor t t Soon she rued her folly. have been the first book ever to be ,1Jeen rather thoroughly covered in that earlier in the year characterized the chapel e I a Ions The sun was burning in the sun printed with movable type, nor that other parts of the Bison, so I singing at Harding. i And it was HOT TAMALE. the inventor o1' the printing press . shall omit it here. 
b d d h should have chosen that Book above i In the Bison dated November 21, Suggestions have een ma e one ay eac 0 EL 1 MABLE DEAN McD NI ' He who slings mud loses ground. all others with which to introduce ' 1939. I think the first mention of a 
week be set aside for singing of hymns and secu- t h Id f th t t I 
------ -Stetson Reporter 0 t e wor one 0 e grea es : campaign for a recording machine 
lar songs, but no action was taken and the It is well that 1:he Biso·n devote one of her issues boons to modern civilization. • \ was made. After month§ of work, 
singing has continued to decline. Steps must to the subject of printing. Everywhere we look today Mr. X says: " \Vife have magnetic The first known printed material "the .goal of this campaign has been 
be taken at once if inspirational singing is to be we see results of the invention of the printing press. 
1
personality-all her clothes charg- in existance is the Mazarin Bible, 1 reached. Several machines were 
attained before the close of school. Eac"h Friday Billboards on the highways, newspapers on every ed." printed in Latin in 1456 at Mainz, demonstrated before a choice was 
is set aside by tradition for the fine speaches o f street, in every home, boolrn that we depend upon Germany, by the acknowledged in- made, the equipment has been or-
for information that would be necessary to do with- Yes, we believe in clubs for co- vventor of the printing press. ( dered and should arrive on the 
Dr. Armstrong, and each Saturday is reserved out if it were not for our printing presses. And how eds, but only after all manner of .Jahamn Gutenberg. This Bible is I campus within a few days. 
for club programs and these days' are eagerly could we have schools without books? persuasion fails. i variously known as the Mazarin · The purchasing of this machine 
looked forward to all week by the students. --o-- -The Flor-Ala . Bible (because a copy of is was I is the result of much planning for 
Why not set aside each Thursday for chapel Pragress of our civilization has depended great- I found in Cardinal Mazarin's Ii- for the last year. Plans were laid 
ly on the amount of printing that the invention of the Then there was the the Scotch- brary,) the 42-line Bible (because I all the past school year, but no singing where more beautiful hymns can be t 
press made possible. In tpe middle nineteen h cen- man who married the half-witted there were 42 lines on every page), i appreciable results were gained. 
learned and appreciated, and where enjoyment tury printing was largely a -handicraft. The type ·girl because she was 50 per cent! and the Gutenberg Bible. There : ·This year, however, the campaign 
can also be received from community singing of was then set wholly by hand and the few ~ictures \off. . were two volumes of the Bihle, with! was initiated by l\frs. Armstrong at 
old favorites. A concerted effort on the part were cut laboriously in wood. Compare this slow I 641 leaves, unnumbered. The print- 1 the beginning of the year, and, by 
of the student body for expression of a desire method with the thousands of newspapers printed !1n Japan the people are called Japs, ing was jet-black, and the copies the cooperation of the entire faculty 
daily in America. Today printing is ma.inly the In Lapland the ·people are called variously ornamented by hand. and student body, it has been for a regular chapel singing day will surely get 
product of machinery. l\'lany presses deliver their Laps. About forty copies are extant, some brought to a successful close. 
recognition from this democratic school ad- products folded and even count them. Eut where on earth of which were printed on vellum. I was lucky enough to be present 
--0- Is the land of birth I These copies now bring record \ at the demonstration of one of the ministration. 
DRINKING FOUNTAIN 
Have you ever wanted a cool. refreshing 
drink, and been unable to find one? This is 
the case with most of the men in Godden Hall. 
Drinking fountains are at a premium. 
There is only one fountain in the entire 
building, and it, on the rare occasions when it 
functions at all. supplies such a small stream of 
water that it is practically impossible to get a 
drink from it. In addition, the drainage of 
this fountain is very poor, and it is not always 
kept as sanitary condition as it might be. The 
placement of this fountain is also such that it 
is convenient for only the academy classes. 
The students living ·in Godden Hall need 
adequate drinking facilities, and, with warmer 
weather fast approaching this lack will be all 
the more noticeable. 
An elaborate system of fountains such as 
Pattie Cobb Hall has is not necessary, and would 
only be extra ;expense. A simple fountain in 
each of the lavatories or conveniently placed in 
the halls however, would not be expensive, and 
at the same time would provide an abundant 
supply of much needed drinking water. 
Through printing is made possible the spreading Qf all these people called Saps? record prices on the market, a copy : machines (the one, incidentally, that 
of the Bible to all people. Although it is thousands of -The Tiger selling ;n N'e~~ York in 1911 for 1 was later chosen), and made a sam-
- I 
years old, it still remains the world's best seller. 'It $5o,ooo. j pie recording. 
has been made obtainable by all classes and its Into the cistern little \Villie "It seems a far cry from the crude ---------
influence shall neiver cease. Pushed his little sister, Lily. 
--o-- Mother couldn't find her daughter; 
Speaking of printing, this year's book of verse Now we sterlize our wa.ter. 
has gone to press and will be ready for distribution 
presses of Guttenberg and Caxton 
to the giant presses of today; but 
though there has been wonderful 
p.ro,gress in regard to size and 
about the first of May. Poems were selected for the If the government was so interest- speed, those who have had the op-
book by Mr. Cope and Dean Sea rs. There were a ed In our health during the war, portunity to examine the first book 
greater number of poems to select from this time and why did they create a draft? known to have been printed, the 
the book will be larger than last year's edition. The --College Heights Herald Gutenberg . Bible, are imprnssed 
book, which sells for only a quarter, sliould be bought with the beauty of the work; the 
by every student who likes poetry. A professor is a hired bit of brightness, after nearly five-hun-
--0-- camouflage placed around an ath- dred years, of the jet-black ink; 
Perhaps this edition will make us all realize just letic club to give it the appearance 
a. little more the importance of printing. One cannot of a college. 
think of newspaper work without thinking also of 
advertising. The two go hand in hand. The course 
-The Flor-Ala 
the clean-cut type; and the ex-
cellence and durable whiteness of I 
the paper. For exquisite workman-
ship it compares very favorable with ' 
in advertising has made me advertising conscious. T~e Art of Getting An Education modern products; for durability it 
It's · spread over everything. Not a mile along the Feed back to the prof 
highway without a billboard, not a radio program What the prof dishes you. 
far surpasses most of them.'' These 
are the words of one who has seen 
Though you doubt what he says, this and many other Bibles printed but it is squeezed in somewhere, not a ·magazine, not 
a newspaper. I once tired of it-but now I realize 
just how much thoug,lit is packed behind each little 
heading, and how many pictures were tried before the 
ri.ght one was found to create the effect. Yes, adver-
tising Is an art, just as is every other thing that re-
quires thought arid skill. 
"What he says must be true. 
And never commit 
The unpardonable sin 
Of letting an 'idea 
Of your own get in. 
during these early stages of the 
printing press, and this testimony 
is a marvelous indication of the 
value and consderation attached to 
(Continued On Page Five) 
Poetry Corner 
BY VIRGIL BENTLEY 
SCRUPLES 
By Teddye Murphy 
Perhaps I'm just a timid soul, 
But it fairly grieves my heart, 
To sit in class day after day 
And tear a frog apart. 
Oh I know the frog is already 
dead, 
But it hurts me just the same. 
And when I see a knife go in 
My stomach begins to complain. 
And I find I need fresh air quick 
If I want to keep my last meal, 
For suddenly something turns 
inside out 
And oh-h-h-- how sick I feel! 
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Gutenberg Really Started Something l Workshop Play .,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ... ,,,,,, I Printing Plant Is 
· Worthy Part of College SOCIAL NEWS 
VERLE CRAVER - EDITOR 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
When He Invented Movnble Type To Be Presented 
(C~ntlnued from a 1) Thursday Night (Co tin d f o page 1) 
David Lipscomb College's Men's P ge rJohn Fust or Faust, who took as n ue r m 
Glee Club, Radio Choristers and press, the tops of all his type, and 1 a security a mortgage on all the l (Continued from page 'l.) work, Howk also keeps track of all 
DLC Music Groups 
Present Varied 
Program Saturday 
Charles R. Brewer appeared here 1 the ~rinting plant perfectly parallel. I printing materials to be purcha~ed. l Ward the banker's .,.,._n~tary, Byron 1 book work on what the shop does 
in concert Saturday night, April 20. ;Makmg the press once it was under- ,During the process of the first \Bedwell ; Mrs. Roberts the boarding and how much this job costs. 
The Harding College men's and They were presented by the Harding · stood was not ·so difficult. The type great undertaking, the printing of house proprietress, Louise Moore; Men as versatile as Howk are few 
W 
, 
1 1 
b 'th th . d" Men's Glee Club I was his problem. He had to make I the Latin Bible, began in 1450 and Lowell and Bennie Roberts her two and far between, and the college is 
rectors, Leonard Kirk and Florence "Now Let Every Tongue Adore , type that was of equal height ~mished m 1455, several forms of' sons, played by Houston Itin and fortunate in securing the services 
DLC Groups 
Entertained 
omen s g ee c u s, w1 e1r 1- .
1 
· . . I 
Fletcher Jewel, entertained the Da- Thee" by Bach and "O Lord, Our ~hroughout. He also had to make mdulgenc.e, and other small things Charles Huddleston; Phyllis Rob- of a combination printer, photo-
vid Lipscomb groups Saturday night ' Lord" by H. R. Palmer was sung it square, so that he could set it were printed, the earliest with . erts, her daughter, Margaret Jane grapher, bookkeeper, and general 
foll 
. th i h 'first by the men of the Glee Club. together into words and lines and date being the InJulgence, of 1454.1 Sherrill·, Peggy Moore, Bennie's all-around man. 
owing e r program ere. , • I , 
S 
. 
1 
I . d d t 
1
. They were directed by Robert G the lines into columns, and pages Gutenberg s name does not appear sweetlheart, Edlth Hulett,· Clive Today and tommorw the print 
p1rea, purp e ns, an re u 1ps · ' . . . room. At one end of the hall, mat- Neil, Harding graduate. and come out perfectly even all 1~ an~ production of his press, nor I Crandall, a local banker's son, Levi shop has declared "open house,'' 
added colo to the brightly lighted I Andy T. Ritchie Jr., and the Men's around. He managed to make a did his friends and patrons men- ! Matlack; Maxine Brugnon, an Amer- and any students who have not seen 
ching this color scheme, was a 'Glee Club appeared next singing '. casting mold which would make I' t!on .him in connection with the n-1 ican girl with a French accent, Jewell Harding's equipment or visited a 
lighted ship lamp given to the Sub- 1 "John Peel" and "Drink to Me On- ' type that would answer all these vent10n of the press. Blackburn; Bert Hilton, a deputy printing establishment may be 
T Club by Mrs. Helena Johnson, ' ly," old English ballads. "Ha.ve You I exacting requirements. Everything In November, 1455, Fust deter- 1 sheriff who manages to keep in shown around. 
better known as "Grandma John- Seen But a Whyte Lillie Grow" ! else was comparatively easy after I mined to dissolve his connection constant difficulties lJ•'-".Y'"' oy Mil- -----------------
son," from David Lipscomb. ; featuring Mr. Ritchie in solo was i that. with Gutenberg, and demanded pay- I ton Poole: and Clara Munch, the :-----------------
While Claude Guthrie played on followed by ""Who Is Sylvia" by I Some people have asked if he had lment of his advances~ Gutenberg, I cook, played by Nancy Fern 99 
the organ, refreshments were served Sohubert. I help. He did, although he tried very not be ing able to refund so large · Vaughn. 
to the Lipscomb's Men's glee club, ' Morley's "~in~ Y~ and :h~~t It" hard not to let too many people a s:im, Fu~t took legal proceedings The Play is under the direction 
lhe radio choristers; Robert G. and Leontovitch s Bluebirds was know his secret, at least while he I agamst him. He was eventually of Virginia O'N'eal and is expected 
Neil and Andy T. Ritchie, Jr., di- sung by the R~dio. Choristers, di- was experimenting. There is little I compelled to yield up the whole of I to equal or surpass "His Ozark 
rectors; Charles R: Brewer, reader; rected by Mr. Ritchie. known about his rival, Caster, but! Uhe printing materials which at. Cousin" as an entertainment. 
the accompaniests, Mildred Cadwell Leon Locke, Gilbert Dimetral, F. there's 110 reason why other should I once were removed by Fust to his r I 
and Jaunita Totty; the two com- M. Perry and Jack Baker composed , not have tried something similar. own house at Mainz. Here with the 'i :----------------
bined glee clubs and directors; Dr. ~he quartet which was ass.iste~ at .There are no remnants of what may \a~sistance of Peter Schoffer he con- CITIES SERVICE 
and Mrs. Benson, Mrs. Flarence mtervals by the glee club m smg- !have been produced there. Ample tmued to print until the sack of I STATION 
M. Cathcart, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. in~ ·:song of the Jolly Roger" by I legal records exist of Gutenberg's ! the city in 1462 by Adolphus II. Washing &. Greasing 
Thornton, , Mrs. A. I;!. Chandler, and Wi.lliams-Pa.rds, "Sold'ier's Fare-
1
activities and these records check I Gutenberg, now in the evening of. Auto Acessories 
ESSO STATION 
We Specialize in Lubrication 
Operators-James Harris 
&. John Cox 
other friends of the Lipscomb visi- well" by Kinkel and "Song of the . perfectly with the earli'es examples ! his life had to make a fresh start I j v I I I Mgr. Willard Bethea 
tors. I olga Boatmen," a Russian folk ; of printing in Mainz from about in the world and fortunately in Dr. Phone 105 , ----------------
Concluding the evening's enter- , tune. 11440 on. It is stated in the records·· Hurney of Mainz found a friend ·---------------~ 
tainment, Harding's quartet sang . Mr. ~rewer appeared :tiext imltat- I tha.t from his workshop in Mainz I who assisted h~m with capital. 
two numbers and Mr. Kirk and Mr. mg different characters in scenes printing went forth into other cities, Embarrassment, however, still pur-
Neil led some group singing. !from the play "The Servant in the up the Man and up and down he !Sued him, and the press made slow 
House" by Chas. Raun Kennedy. Rhine and eventually all over the 
1 
progress. 
. Barraclough's "Ivory Palaces" and continent and England. I It ls uncertain whether the new 
Students Speak In Beasley's "Crossing the Bar" was ' ' I I press of Gutenberg was in Mai H d • D S . rendered next by the glee club n 1438 a. partnership between I . nz a! tng ay erVtCe Appearing the second tim~ the Gutenberg, Andrew Dribehn a'Ild ~ the neighboring town of Eltvill. 
--- Radio Choristers sang "Go 'song I Andrew Heilmann was formed·. That I ~.on. the death of Gutenberg his 
· prmtmg m t · l 1 · 
(Continued from page 1) of Mine" by Barton "I Passe I this concerned the new art of print- i a ena s were c aimed and 
mo ed
' f B Ii Gr ' · ' taken by Dr. Hurney On Februar 2 
v rom ow ng een the By Your Window" by Brake, "The mg appears from the long law pro-' · Y • 
Odessa, Missouri, to Cordell, Okla- N ight Has A Thousand Eyes" by ceedings which followed soon after-11468, he .died , poor, childless, and 
homa, tg Harper, Kansas, to Morril- Cain, and "Old Man River," by ward. The action was brou ht b almost friendless, after laying the i 
ton, and thece to Searcy. Harding Kern. the brother of Dritzehn, w:o wa: foundations .of an art which was 
College, as it is now known, was j A negro spiritual "Steal Away, dead, to force Gutenberg to reveal I soon to dommate the world. 
first so called when Harper College . "That's Why Darkies Were Born" the secrets of the partnership. Th~ 
was. ~onsolidated "'.ith Arkansas by Henderson-Stickles, "All Day on' decision was in favor of Gutenberg. 
Chnst1an College at Morrilton in the Prairie" by Guion-Riegger was In Jaunary, 1441, Gutenberg ob-
1924. I sung by the glee club and Mr. tained 80 livres by mortgaging some 
Heuer' s Shoe Store 
-0-
I 
I 
I 
E. D. WAKENIGHT 
Plumbing and Electrical 
Contractor 
Good Stock of Supplies on 
hand. 
D. T. WILLIAMS 
Plumbing and Electric Shop 
Kelvinator Refrigerators and 
Philco and Zenith Radios. 
Coffiman Clothes 
Custom Made-To-Order 
Bankrupt Clothes 
Also Pawnbrokers 
Made to Order Shirts 
YOU KNOW THE 
RENDEZVOUS ALWAYS 
WELCOMES YOU 
Our food is good. 
The Rendezvous Dr. Armstr~ng clos.ed the assem- j Ritchie before the curtain was pull- house property, and again in 1442 
bly, commentmg briefly on the I ed while they sang "La Cucaracha," he borrowed money for can·ying on 
worldwide influence of James A. \a Mexican folk song. his experiments. For four years, 
Harding on Chr.istlan life. He de- Several numbers were rendered nothing is konwn of him except 
clared that James A. Harding's life , which weren't scheduled on the that his wife paid taxes in his name. 
should be an inspiration to the program. These included Ardath. Ab I 
Hose and Sox 
Slack Shoes I . 
i 1111• 111 • 11 11• 1111• 1111• 111• 111• 1111• 1111111111• 1111• 1111• I 
out 1448, Gutenberg must have 
me~b~rs of the college to uphold the : Brown and Leon Locke singing been able to show some solid and I 
~hnstian standards by which he . "Sweethearts," Mr. Ritchie singing convincing results of his new in-1 
lived. I "Ring the Banjo" and "Beautiful ve.ntion for he obtained substan-
Women on t he campus attended a 11 Dreamer," and Mr. Brewer read1'ng t· I id 1a a from a shrewd goldsmith, , 
Shoes repaired 
expertly while you 
wait. 
meeting in the auditorium at 3:15 1 'I Just Chawed On" mimicking a I 
in the afternoon. Mrs. J. N . Arm- '. backwoodsman who just "chawed ----------------• 
strong, Dean Elneritus of Women, on" as he listened to his fellowmen 
and a daughter of Harding, spoke . gossiping about something to eat. 
on the life and characteristics of He also read "Sparticas to the 
her mother, Pattie Cobb Harding. ' Gladiators.'' 
Mrs. Denzil Keckley, visiting here i This was the group's last pro-
from Atlanta, Georgia where Mrs. 1 gram before going back to Lip-
Harding lives, spoke briefly on her scomb. They sang at places in 
pleasant associations with Mrs. Tennessee and Alabama during their 
Harding during the last few years. trips this spring. 
COilege Inn 
Appreciates Your Patronage 
School Supplies 
Sandwiches Fountain Service 
·------· 
SAVE 
25 to 40% 
on your 
FIRE, TORNADO and 
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE 
Neal Peebles-Local Agent 
LEWIS and NORWOOD 
Gen. Agents 
406·08 Exchange Bldg. Little Roel<, Ark. 
Your Fountain 
Headquarters 
--o-
j 
I 
SPECIAL 
PRICES 
on 
ALL SPRING 
COATS and DRESSES I 
=-H-EA--D-LE_E_'S--=I\ ~!.~~ tS 
~ m.<>--.o-...c>-...c~<>--.c() 
I Better Foods I 
i for Less c 
I- -o- I 
I SANITARY I 
I MARKET -1 
i 196-~-196 I 
i ' 0>41m9-<>4119-<~0-..<>419<>•0 
Economy Market 
-o--
For Freeher Meat• 
-and-
Fancy GroceriH 
--o-
Phone 18 
• 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Robertson's Drug 
Store 
GIFTS HOSE 
DRUGS 
+m 11111111111m:11111111111111111111111111 + 
James L. Figg 
Registered Optometrist 
Eyes Tested-Glasses Fitted 
Telephone - 3 7 3 
SEARCY, ARKANSAS 
STERLING'S 
5 - IO- 25c Store 
Your Patronage Appreciated 
! I i:--~~~~~~~~ 
; Modern Beauty ! 
1
: 
= Sh • i op "" 
= (N • = ext to Penneya) = I Haircuts 25c I\ 
i Shampoo &. Set 35c § 
I (On Saturdays 50c) ! = I 
I Manicures 50c i 
i Permenants $1 to $7.50 I 
i § I Phone 449 ! 
§ ! 
• 1111• 1111111111•1111• 1111• 1rn• 1111•1111• 1111•1111•1111•11iii 
Mayfair 
Hotel 
Coffee Shop 
Stott's Drug Store 
SEARCY, ARK. 
Prescriptions 
Phone 33 
BOLTON'S 
GARAGE 
General Repairing 
Wrecker Service • Storage 
-o-
Goodrich Tires 
Batteries and Acceasoriee 
HEADQUARTERS FOR 
Women's and Men's Newest Apparel 
Fortune'• and Friendly Five Shoes 
Hardware, Furniture and Groceries 
ROBBINS - SANFORD MERC. CO. 
White County's Largest Store 
Our Services Appeal To Smart Women And Men Because 
You Want To Present A Smooth Appearance. We Pface Our 
Valet Services At Your Disposal. All Rends Mended and Buttons 
Replaced !'t No Extra Charges. Depend On Us To Protect Your 
.Appearance. 
HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY 
~ DRY CLEANERS 
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ITHREE STUDENTS 
I 
HARDING MAKES Wins Second Life History Earwood And Healy LIFE HISTORY OF To Work For Ford 
GOOD SHOWING ADDED TO ALPHA Of Book Is ·--- STUDENT PAPER Doyle Earwood and Donald Hea ly 
Interesting h a;ve recently accepted work for 
IN SPEECH MEET HONOR SOCIETY the summer with the Henry Ford IS NARRATED Trade School located at Dearborn, (Continued from page 1) Michigan. 
Marie Brannen Places Second In 
O ratorical Contests. "Be-
headings, headlines, initial- letter s , Earwood, a junior from Bailey-
Houston l tin, S. F. Timmerman ; paragraph marks would be added. ton, Alabama, and Healy, a sopho-
and Oretma Nichols Ac- by hand in a style which might I more from Fort Collins, Colorndo, 
d I H 0 . closely r esemble the like decora- I s ta ted that they plan to leave S ear-
Growth Of Publication Sketch-
ed From Early Stages T o 
Present Position In School 
Life By W ricer c~pte n onor rgantza- tions in the manuscdpt from which j cy immediately after commencement 
tton the text was being printed. There and begin work J une 3. 
. . was n o title page. Title pages com-
1 
The purpose of this school is to By RALPH STIRMAN 
low Par" Given In 
Division 
Marie Brannen, speaking 
"Home," won second place In 
college oratorical contest at 
One senior, Houston Itm, and , h dd ' . f th 1 H d plet ed by t e a 1t10n o e name give college students experience in Beca use, for severa years, ar -
three juniors, Hazel Gragg, . S . F . j and address of the printer or pub- a n industry of their liking , while , ing had begun to feel the definite 
Timmerman, and Oretha Nichols , I d 1 h d t did 1 • 1. i t ' ' t 
Arkansas Speech Festival at Oua -
chita College Friday. Mouzon Mann 
. . Usher, an a so by t e a e, not at the same time they will receive · n eed for some Journa 1st c ac 1v1 y, 
h a ve been : h osen to be m the Alpha 1' become common till about 1520. compensation to finance their col - ! on December 17, 1925, the first issue 
Honor Societ y. Pagination and headlines were first lege educations. of the "Petit J ean Collegian,'' as the 
of Hendrix was placed first . 
Oth_er ent ries· from Harding in this 
division W'ere Dennis Allen and 
Mildred Leasure. 
The pur pose of this or~anlzation 1 used by Arnold Hounen at Cologue paper was called then, was issued to 
is to promote scholarship among i in .1470. As early as 1467 the bishop the students. The officers; both 
students of Harding, and only up- 1 of Aleria, writing to Pope Paul II, Photo-engraving freshmen, were Campie Dodd of 
In the peace oratory contest Ed 
Dunlap of Hendrix won frlst. Bill 
MARIE BRANNEN 
perclassmen are elegible. , speaks of the introduction of print- Work Explained Nauvoo, Alabama, editor, and Wil-
Hazel Gragg, with an a.verage of : ing having reduced prices to one- bur Colson, of Florida, busniess 
Stokes represented Harding in this 
2.76 headed _the list. S. F. Tim- I fifth of what they had previously manager. 
merman was second wit h 2·75• Ore -1 been, and they steadily diminished. By EARL STOVER In September of 1926 the name of 
c ontest. 
There was no ranking in the ex-
temporaneous i;>oetry reading, but 
Newspaper History 
Of Arkansas 
thra Nichols third · w ith 2·72• and Ita lics grew s tead.Hy in favor dur- Photo-engraving is the term used the publication was changed to 
Houston Itln fo urth with an average ing t he . greater part of the 16th to describe the making of the 'cuts' "Skeeter,'' w ith Wilbur Colson as 
of 2·5· [cent ury, especially in France and , or plates with which pictures are business manager and Eugene High-
the critic, Talbot Pearson, director 
of the M.emphis Little Theater, 
gave a criticism of each reading. 
Representat ives from Harding in By JUSTINE BEAVERS of 
the lyric poetry division were Lou- A queer sight met the eyes 
The undergraduate members a re I E ngland. The modern practice in ; printed in a newspaper. tower, editor. The name was 
L. D. Frashier, ~residen~, and J ack I the use of i and j, u and v da tes I Objviously a pictu re cannot be set changed by student vot e in assembly 
\ V"ood Sears, vice-president. Dr. ! from about 1580. Gold. tooling came up w ith ready made type by hand a nd the paper came out regularly 
George S. Benson, Mrs. F lorence M. i into u se on bindings, and in the I or by machine, but it must be made each month. 
Cathcart, Mrs. Neil B. Cope, an~ '1 second half of the century very I up in one piece when n~eded. A cut, Lawrence Patton was elected ed-
Mrs. 0. M. Coleman are old mem elaborate decorations were in vogue once it has been used, is of no fur- itor for 1926-27 :with Eugene High-
bers in residence. - I in France until checked by a sump- ther value unles~ it fist i~to a tower reinstated as business mana-
<fine \Guthrie, gLving "Patterns," the people of Arkansas Post in 
M,arie Brannen reading "Land of October, 1819, for a man had just 
Beginning Again," and Mildred Lea- arrived in a dug-out canoe t o 
sure with "Trees," "Roofs,'• and help shape Arkansas' ~s_tory. H av-
'The House With Nobod In It." I ing journeyed over the Cumber-
Other events were n~t ranked I land, Ohio, Mississippi, and the 
' White River "cut-off," William 
Yearbook Is In 
tuary law. Books were reduced in 'la ter story by accident and ca n be g er. It was on Decem ber 1, 1927 
weig ht and size. be printed again . that the Press Club was first or-
Prin ting in the 17th century was I In making a cut the engraver ganized, with Jack Smart as presi-
a t i t s worst, reaching its lowest · cop ies your picture with a huge dent. Patton was again editor dur-
dept h s in England in the second camera, t he image passing through ing 1927-28 the name was again 
q ua rter. After this there was a : a criss -crossed screen on itis way changed that year t o its present 
s teady improvement, partly d.ue t o I to the f ilm. Froi:n this negative, name. 
but were a lso criticised by Mr. . 
Pearson. 1· Woodruff had at last reached his 
Among the one-act plays given destination. 
F:riday evening were "Below P a r" Finding no houses in which to s et 
directed by Mrs. o. M. Coleman, up his press in Arkansas P ost , 
a nd "T he Happy Journey," directed Woodruff soon built a log cabin and 
by Miss Marguerite Pearce of Sea r- the publication of the paper began. 
cy High School. The first issue, called the "Arkan-
The speech choir division was sa s Gazette" came from the press in 
held . Saturday afternoon. Central ·1· November 20, 1819. Mr. Woodruff 
College, of Conway, Hot Springs wa s ed itor, owner, reporter, printer 
High School, and . Harding were and newsboy of the first paper which 
repre~ented. was issued in a single sheet, t welve 
The Harding speech choir, with inches square. 
its sixteen members directed by Probably no paper had a more 
Mrs. J. N. Armstrong presented !· important part in political affairs 
"I Dunno," "The Owl and the Pussy than did the "Gazette." Woodruff 
cat," "Little Orphan Annie," 'If No I had political aspirations and used 
One Ever Marries Me,'' and "Dark- his newspa'Per to help 'in 'this 
town L ullaby," w ith Mary Jane , ach ievem ent. Not only did it help 
Scot t reading the solo parts. Mr. '1 in this, but it had begun to train 
Pearson, the judge and critic, said, public opinion for the event of 
"I believe a strong speech depar t- I statehood as early as 1821 a fter 
ment is as good advertiseH• ~u. - ~ · ~· the paper had followed the terri -
college a; a fine football team." In torlal government to Little R ock . 
conclusion he stated that the "festi- The "Arkansas Gazett e ' ' next 
val was a successful one in every sponsored a campaign for ivolunteers 
ot help Texas get her independence, 
then the annexation of T ex as, the 
phase." 
SPEECH CHOIR WILL 1 Mex:can War, and the plan of se-
BROADCAST TODAY I cession. · 
In 1830 another newspa per, "The 
Mrs. Armstrong's four month old Advocate," was established in Little 
Speech Choir wil be feaured on ! Rock, and soon after this other pa-
today's radio program in the same .I! p ers sprang up in Little R oc k Hel-
pogram they gave at the Arkadel- ena, Ba tesville, Fort Smith, Fay-
phia festival. etteville, and Camden. In a survey 
Hands Of Printer 
s lig h t modifications of the old print- i now brok en up mto squares, ~r 
1 
Jn 1930 the Bison's business af-
A sigh of relief was given by ing presses, adopted first in Holland r ather dot s, both large and small , is fa ir s were handled by a girl for the 
E ditor Frashier and his assis tants a nd copied hy the English printers. ; printed a po~tive image on zinc I firs t _ time :When I rene Bevelhymer 
last week, when the last of the copy I D uring the 18th century there was I or copper which has been covered . t ook over. Editors for 1930 were 
h a d returned, wa:' chec·~ed. and sent a notable improvement alike in pa- with ~ light sensit~ve soluti.on. The I Burton Springer and Ira Dy~e.s. 
to th~ Russellv1~ I e Prmtmg Com-1 p er, type, and presswork in both r plate "1s ~h~~ put .m an ac~d b a t h, , Th en in '31 a girl became editor 
pa ny 111 Ru ssellv1lle., Arkans·as, the 1 F rance and England, and towar ds I t he resist coatmg keepmg the I w h en Florence Lowery was ch osen. 
official printers of the 1940 P etit I t h e end of the century in Germany 
1
, a cid fro~ eatinig away the pa~ts L . s. ''Shorty'• Chambers was b usi-
Jean. I a nd Italy a lso. In the las t qua rter of t he picture whch are to prmt n ess manager for two years, '31-'32 
Editor L . D . Frashier, and his two of the century the work o f Bewick · dark. . a nd ' 32-'3.3. It was in 1931 .that .J. 
assistant~, Granville Westb1·ook and I heralded a great revival of w ood en- I T he result of thi~ process ~ s L ew is Foster won a prize for his 
Paul Sh1ra completed an ardous gravings. The bindings of books ! that the copper or 7.mc plate is fea ture on t he campus cat, . "King 
round of checking and double - ! were mostly paper boards. I now pitted with tiny holes and George," the cat that was featured 
checking of pictures, typing, I A great change in appearance of bumps, some large and some small. on a w h ole page in the P etit Jean 
sketches, and instruction on typo- \books was caused by the use of I T here's your pictuz·e. on the for that year . 
graphy that had lasted several i g lazed. calico a nd afterwards of metal in reverse, a n d where the dot s v aq Allen Bradley became editor 
weeks. I cloth for the cases of books as are largest it p r ints dark, while your the next year, and a f ter leaving 
Gene Koken, J. P . Thornton, . issued by their publishers in the shiny nose or "spec" may print light , Harding attended t he University of 
Helen Hughes, Buck Harris, Jewel i 19th century. At first the letter-
1 
because the dots have been "etched" · Missouri where he obtained his de-
Blackburn, T. Rose ~erry Mrs. I ing was printed on the paper labels, I out. I (Continued on P age 6) 
Stapleton, and other editorial staff, but soon it was stamped in gilt on 
members had added their imagin- j the cloth. As subsidia ry methods\ 
ation and ingenuities to t he eqorts : color-prints, line engra vings, litho-
of the staff hea ds in identifying · gra phs, and etchings were all used! 
feature pictures, and writ'.ng sp~rt l during· the first half of the century, 
reports and many other duties w hich 1 but the main reliance was on w ood-
are part of the preparation of print- \ engarv ing in which very great tech-
ers copy. I nical skill was developed. D uring 
The art work completed b y Ruth ; the century trade-printng,, both in I 
Langford and Leah Barr was a.p- 1 Engla nd and America, steadily im-
proved and returned weeks preiv- \ proved a nd the work done by Wil-
ious. I Ham M'orris at his Kelmscott P ress 
c u·s T 0 M B 0 0 TM A .. KER 
AUTHENTICATES STYLING 
IN FORTUNE 
Judsonia High School will be made in 1920 there were over three 
represented on t he program by hundred papers published in Arkan-
their boy's quartet and girl's trio. sas of which twenty-five were dail -
The group pictures and many · and by other amateur printers who 
of the snapshots used this year imita t ed him set a new standard of 
' I 
were made by Paul Shira a nd. J. P . l bea uty of type and ornament, and I 
Thornton. Students contr1buted : of richness of general effect. 
SHOES! 
The Choir will read, "I Dunno,'' ies. Sinice then there h a s been a 
"A Darktown Lullaby,'' "The Owl large increase. 
many of the better pictures used in I The 20th century opened well w ith · 
the snapshot and feature pages. \the books printed by Emery Walker I 
and the Pussy Cat,'' 'Little Orphan Arkansas now boasts of the oldest 
Annie," 
Me." 
Earlier in the year collecting of · and Cobden Sanderson of the D over 
class pictures, mounting of cuts, \Press in a fine roman type . T here I 
and "IF No One Marries paper west of the Mississippi, "The i tt ' ad I 
and other duties n ge m g re Y I was a s t eady improvement in print-Arkansas Gazette." 
The Citizen 
DAILY AND WEEKLY 
SOth year of continuous Service 
to Searcy and White County 
QUALITY JOB PRINTING 
We Appreciate 
HARDING COLLEGE 
engraver's copy kept the heads of .
1 
ing due largely t o tl'rn introdu ction I 
the staff . ~P to late hours. of monotype machines, which in s ur- 1 
. In add1t10n to members a.~ready I ed that every new book could be 1 · 
I 
hsted abo, ve, others who. contr1buted i printed with new type. In conn ec - . 
work and ideas to var10us phases : tion with the monotypes many ex -
\ 
of t h e Pe~it Jean work are. Lam.ar j cellent new founts were intl'odu ced , 
Baker, Bill Stokes, Houstm Itm, the general tendency being t o a 
Cortez .Ehl, and Mabel Dean Mc- lighte r style of printing and decor-
' Doniel. ation and a greater use of italics as 
The business staff is headed by a text type . 
J ack Wood Sears, and is assisted by The modern fine printer interested 
L amar Baker. in doing work of the highest quality ·1 
In another week or two p roofs is fairly well provided with facili-
a re e~pected back ~rom the printers \ties. Modern press equipment, e ither 
a~d fmal production of the book I of the platen or cylinder variet y, I 
w ill be completed in time by the 'when properly operated will deliver 
middle of May. I Impressions as p erfect as can be I 
I obtained on a ha nd press and a .---------------: much greater uniformity in ink dis -
TWO YEARS OF LAW tribution. Almost all the finely 
Leading to t he LL.B. degree 
CUMBERLAND 
UNIVERSITY 
Lebanon, Tennessee 
A School W ith A Great 
History 
1842 - 1940 
Courses of study include both 
text b~oks and case books. 
Extensive Moot Court p ractice, 
Instruction given by trained 
Lawyers and Judges. 
For Catalogue, Address 
Cum.berland Univers ity Law 
School 
printed books being produced to-day 
; are prin ted on power presses. As · 
!I to type supply, the foundry offerings I 
have improved greatly during the 
20th century. The companies m ak-
ing type composing and ca.sting 
I mach inery have shown an interes t 
' in fine types which they lacked in I 
ea rlier years. 
e The smart new styling in our 
F ortune Shoes is exactly the saTTUI 
as the styling which originates 
in the custom shop of Harr y 
Aist on, custom bootmaker, e&o 
tablished London, 1778. Fortune 
is the only four dollar shoe that 
offers you custom styling. 
That's one big reason why you 
should see our new stock of For-
tunes. And why we say that 
nowhere can you find greater 
shoe value at the price. 
lFOilllrUNJE SlEIOIES 
~'YOUR FEET ARE WORTH FORTUNESI~'_-
VIRGIL LEWI~ 
Lebanon, Tennessee 
M r. and Mrs. Clenlan Hester , for-
m er Harding students, and their 
son , P aul Terr y Hester, enroute to 
Nashville, Tennessee from Granite, i 
Oklah om a , s pent last Wednesday ! 
n ight here. Mrs. Hester was for- j 
merly Louise Terry. ..•••••••••••••••-••-•••••••••••-
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Revelation Of Journalism 
Department Shows Broad 
Field In Years To Come 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
AMERICAN NEWS-
PAPER RELATED 
This Print Shop Seems T o 
Be A Place Of Activity And 
Where Things Are Done 
LIBRARY OWNS 
1866 ISSUE OF 
N. Y. HERALD ·=· ================- -0--
By ANN FRENCH 
There exists a field of work here 
at Harding of which many may be 
unaware-the . journalism depart-
ment. True, there are many who 
have taken and are taking journal-
ism courses, but there are many 
talented students who have never 
considered the various possibilities 
of magazines, newspapers, and ad-
vertising in a professional way. 
Minor Offered Next Year 
History Of American 
Advertising Shows 
Rapid Progress 
By ANN FRENCH besmudged face sits before It, lightly 
. Be careful, don't pi that type! and rapidly touching the keys. As 
sense. It's the dialect of the print I has dropped mto the pan and rs 
Newspaper Has News Of The 
Assassination Of Abraham 
Lincoln In Ford Theatre As 
Feature Article 
Reporter Carnes Development Gimme that long stick. Cast this if by magic, lines of type metal 
Of Fourth Estate From Early/ mat. Gimme two 11 em slugs! fall out of somewhere in the com-
Beginnings To Up-To-Date I Watch your ink! No, this isn 't some plicated machinery into a rectanglar 
Developments 1 one gone crazy and talking non-! pan. Soon a ':hole column of ty~e 
By MILDRED LEASURE I shop. removed· ·to a table. ~fter. being Carefully preserved between two 
h f A . . , If you'd like to we'll go for a inked, a sheet of paper rs laid over sheets of glass i'n order to present The first epoc o merrcan JOUl - ' . 
By PAUL SH1RA nalism began in 1690. Type was in- visit to the campus print shop. It's . the type, a roller makes the rm- both sides to view is an old news-
John Campbell purchased the vented seemingly for this purpose; located behind the girl's dormitory, J pression, and lo, here is a "galley paper telling of the assassination 
Boston News-Letter in 1704 for per- ink and crude presses came in with north of the laundry and it looks !proof." of President Abraham Lincoln on 
Until the present time, a concen- sonal advertising along with his type. Written news slips were too like a garage, in fact, one part of I Not for long does the proof re- April l4, 1866, shortly before eleven 
tration has not been available in postoffice business. This was the s lowly prepared even for the slow it does house the school bus. Enter I mains unmarred, for soon a proof- o'clock. This paper is a copy of 
this field, but beginning next year f' st attempt at newspaper ad- moving age of Gutenberg. the door with care or you may have I reader begins- to face it with his the New York Herald for Saturday, 
a journaJlism minor may be secured, vr;·rtising' in the new world. Boston Has First One ' a queer sensation as you step from impatient pencil. Because of his April 15, which carried the news of 
and ·a major will be offered upon . T . Tbe newspaper became a necessity the doorsill to . the floor which is work, you miss many laughs at the the death of "Honest Abe" at the 
demand. Such a major would be of First On Religious opics about a foot and a half below. expense of the staff when the paper 'Ford Theatre "'here he had gone 
'.rhe first advertisements of any in America and the United States ,. 
incalculable value to anyone plan- size were those announcing the imported the idea, the type, the ink, At la~t safely inside, the first . comes out. He changes "4400 yd. to see "Our American cousin." 
ning a literary career, especially sale of bool's and pamphlets, espec- I a nd the press. A newspaper was . thing ~our eyes will light on pro- J dash" to 440 'yd. das~:· ~nd "Miss A comparison of this paper with 
work with a newspaper or magazine. t bl' h d th' 'de f the At- bably is one of those Allen boys Mean Brown' to Miss Mena f t d eals a 
Journalism For Enjoyment 
But journalism isn't just for those 
who want to write. A journalism 
course here at Harding will increase 
ially those dealing with religious es a. is e .on rs .s1 . o foldin or sta lin a er at a table I • ' " the newspapers o o. ay rev 
topics, or gving the sermons of lantrc, and 1t made its first appear- g P g P P ' Bio" n. world of difference m style and 
. B t to the right. Turnihg to the left J Of course that Hancock fellow is t 1 dl. g colonial preachers. a nce in os on. , 
1 
• • • • technique · of news-s ory 1an in · 
Q k M d. . even y years a er 1 r I The story of t e wor s a mg -uac e 1cmes 1 d d d 250 ft the in a high desk, a pencil behind his now we hear him pleading with Mr. 1 1 
S t ft tl e P 'lgrims I you 11 see Mr. Howk seated before , down there once ma while and right I h Id h k' as 
A good side line carried on by the an e an · years a er - · · ! sassination has on Y one co umn 
anyone's enJ'oyment of the news- t' f . t' S t ber· ear and a far away look m hrs eye, 1 Howk (o excuse him while he goes 1 ft h d . ven ion o prm mg, on ep em headline at the upper e an cor-
p aper. It gives one an insight into colonial newspapers was the vending 28 "P bl' k Accur as he calculates some details in alto have his hair cut. He Is excused N d y a .. d' . ., 1 d t , a newspaper, u 1c - ner of the front page. owa a s th h . b d . l of quack me rcmes. n or er o ,, . . printing job. and hurries off. However, if we . e rstory, pro 1ems, an mterna . t 'th th' 'd 1. th d't rences, was issued m. the Plymouth, story of such magnitude would car-. ass1s w1 rs s1 e 1ne, e e 1 ors B h' d h' 1 b Ed't B 1 \could see him about fifteen minutes workings of newspaper production . J Massachusetts colony, edited by B. e m rm a ors 1 or u c { . banner headline of 120 point 
frequ~ntly advertised these pro- · h ' I t 'd I that his barber is 11 Y a so that when he looks at the news- . L. Harris. It lived only one day, at a counter upon ·Which are t e i a er, we earn type or larger and pictures and rel-
packed pages of a modern paper 
1
. . and one copy was all that was pre- half-:1!1iushed forms of the four 1e air ame, an at'v articles would practically cover ducts. Later a real racket began m l . . "ti f · El · " d that's she's ' 
. . lh1s when newspapers were pub- . , h'f . ttl ff h ' hances at winning · 1 e 
he can appreciate fully its true val- , . ' . served. It was printed on three pages of the Bison. Hes s 1 tmg cu ng 0 rs c th hole front page Even if some 
• • 1 lished with these ads as the sole l 1 . . h t · f her rather than e w · ue. Let's mvestigate some of the . . . . pages of folded sheets, leaving one slugs, dec1dmg on the typograp Y a enms game rom s.mall •paper w·ere to omit the 
. . . · fmanc1al aid. ' · tt' h' h i t courses m Journalism offered to us · page blank, with two columns to a to be used in a headlme, etc., in cu mg is a r. . . streamer head, it would certainly 
and see how much fascinating in- Slave Problem Ads page. J preparation for completing a form. At last, the Bison rs ~ompletely I have the story in the upper right 
formation they could give up. As America grew the slave prob- Campbell's News-Letter I The wall behind the counter is ' set up and ready to ~un Jff on the I hand corner because of its impor-
"History Of Journalism" lem became of prime importance, Fourteen years later, April 24, _lined with drawers each containing ; p.ress, "Klu.ge." Havmg seen the tance However, in this old issue, 
"History of Journalism'' should and slace owners would advertise John Campbell issued the initial different sizes and varieties of type. j fi rst paper rss~e .from the press, :ve· an article headed, "The Rebels'' oc-
appeal to everyone who wants to whenever one would desert his number of the "Boston News-Let- The linotype is in operation, pro- \ hope your curiosity about the prmt cupies this choice position. The 
broaden his interests. The develop- master. The advertising also show- ter" printed on a single sheet, fools- ducing a great clatter of noise, in shop and the "backstage'' workings article on the assassination runs 
ed the trends and local conditions . . ti f . G teley ·n his "tat- I of the Bison has been in some ment of news papers from colonial cap size, with two columns on each I 1e ar col ner. a 1 1 • • three full columns and some over, 
times to the present is traced. The by the way in which the copy was side. This paper lived seventy two tle-tale gray'' jersey and with a measure satisfied. l but several of the dispatches in-
newspaper is studied in relation to written. years. A complete file of it has l eluded in it overlap considerably. 
American economic, social, and po- Post Office ls Headquarters been preserved, the only one in • newspaper in the United States in SPIRIT OF h t' 1 the , Reading over t e ar 1c es on 
litical development. Great f1'gures When 1/he P<>St office' became existance, and is in the collection of~- 1784 in Philadelphia, known as the CHRIST 1 t th war, one feels the partia ity o e 
in Ameri"can J'ournalism. are g1'ven know.n and people began to con- . the New · York Historical Society. "American Daily Advediser." d •north, as it is a Yankee paper, an 
special attention. The course is gregate there, advertising and news The paper did not contain any of Spreads West at tr'mes the propaganda is rather 
f 1 f h t b 11 t d (Continued from page 2) number 205 and 5 hours of credit ' was o ten e t t ere o e co ec e the local bifs of news of the day. The press continued to grow and d 
I 
One Oml·ssi'on V1•as qur'te notr'ceable i'n Wi'lli'am Max"'ell founded "The 1 the Scriptures in those early times. marked. Some times it rea s some-are given. by the editor. •• T d Ith d · t' f what diflerently to what we south-
"lntroduct1'on T o J ournal1'sm" Corrupt1'on Sneaks In this paper that would be greately Centinel of the Northwest," in Cin- 0 ay, w mo ern prm mg a-il't' it i 'ble to p odu e erners &ave been taught in con-
course J 01, or 20.1 for juniors and During the Revo!untio-nary pei'~Q missed in all modern journals. Iltar c1trnati in 1793. This was the first t; 1 ies, s ossr r c I f Bibles in such wholesale quantities nection with the history of the Civil 
. and at such little cost that the War. 
seniors, is "Introduction to Journal- advertising began to increase, with riages were not announced at all and I newspaper north and west o the 
ism.'' It examines the entire fi"e'.d much corruption, misrepresentation, deaths were rarely ment10ned . Ohio River. . H a· 1 to possession of' 
of journalism with an inquiry into and many fake t estimonials. The The publisher found it difficu lt in Presses On Trains . · th' t' t aper as It did of 
. I poorest family can own one. This ar mg came n 
I rs a great step from the days when 1s per men P , 
opportunities in the various branch- bartering of s;aves began about this his small sheet to print all the . With immigration to the west Id b k and magazines 
I I only the wealthy cou ld afford a so many o oo s , 
es of the profession. There are ex- period. news: it was impossible, he saiO I llhe press becam~ a part of the . h th 11 campns was pur-' . Bible, and when the Bibles were I w en e co ege 
ercises on how to read newspaper!! 1
1 
Lottery And Gambling Ads "with a half a sheet a week, to carry , baggage on the trams as they moved f h h h d ft Galloway had evacuat-' chained to the altars o the c urc es c ase a er 
a:nd understanding the problems of Lotteries amd gambling was a d- all on the publick news of Europe.' ' westward. With the progress of the I . . . d 1\-<' C the ine Score librar-, B k , G . 1 k t to prevent their bemg carried off.
1 
e . 't.ISS a r • 
the press, both metropolitan and 1 vertised in the paers shortly after oo er s azette railroad, t~e press a ways :P But with the opportunities that ian of both Galloway and Harding, 
rural. It will be open to freshmen 
1 
the Revo:utionary War. These So in 1719, December 21, William about 60 miles ahead of the trams are now afforded to th e world in states that the paper was a gift of 
and sophomores next year, and is were conducted largely td }lay for Brooker published the fi rst edition 'Vhen the Mormons moved to I . . . f G lloway Dr Wil-
. this way, one 1s Jed to wonder if la professor o a • · 
required for all further study in civic improvements, and carried of the "Boston Gazette,'' the third Utah they set up the first press 'l' h h d recr'eved it as a 
I . 1 the world has not lost some of the rams, w o a journalism. on by the city or county. newspaper in America, and the fa- in the west, and the machmery was I . 1 !ft f a physician in . devotion and reverence for that persona g rom 
Religious Course Offered Ben Franklin ther of the inumerable Gazettes. carried in the first covered wagon . , . 1 R k Mi s Score says that I . Book that once was so priceless. ·Litt e oc . s A course expected to be offered At this time one of the most in- throughout the land n ow. The name train to reach the site of Salt Lake d f ti Lo d I th h been in the library as I Truly "the wor o ie r was I e paper as 
will be of special interest to those ! fluencial advertisement writers was Gazette comes from an Italian word' City. I . . h .. A d t d 1 h a einembex· ; 1 • precious m t ose days. n o ay O'ng as s e c n r · 
preparing to preach or do other Benjamin Franklin. He wrote a meaning "chatterer." In 1721 it Thus the cheap press sprang into G d' d h 1 t f . Th h llo•ving with age the 1 , • o s wor as os none o its• oug ye • • 
church work. It is "Religious land grant "ad" for George Wash- merged with the "New England existance. Papers were edited on . ·t t th ·t b t d 't . t'll ·n very good condition 
Journalism,'' open to· juniors and , mgton that proved very fruitful. Weekly Journal.' cheap paper and included affairs 1 t ti h 1 t . 'd . 'ts seventy five years. 
; . . , . . l power, r s ru , r s eau y, an r s , paper rs s 1 1 
· · B , 11 va ue o 1e uman sou excep in cons1 ering r - , seniors. An examination and study Civil War Ads radford s Mercury of local matters and sma town . our failure to appreciate it. The and besides offering an excellent 
will be made of magazines and other \~7hen the Civil War period came Then in Philadelphia, "The Amer!- , chatter. Thus 1835 marked the era \ 1 . f h . . t d f th f cts presented it also , nvention o t e prmting press s u y o e a 
publicity media used by local along, adve1·tising again took a ; can Mercury'' was printed by John I of the "Independent Press.' I b 1 l'f d t d 1 . h e for comparison of . • • • • i , • . • d \ roug 1 new 1 e an res ore o d gives a c anc 
. · . rut s o e wor . i 1 t e world t e o an new , chuurches and individuals The change, and this time 1t was m the I Bradford, and .Tames Franklin edited .
1 
Lmotype lnvente t h t th ld W'l h h ld d newspaper methods 
The writing of religious articles for I form of larger amounts of copy I the "New England Courant'' the fol- The Linotype followed this, de- t t th . f d t . d th ess that has been . . . . . .. now rever o e irony o es roy- , an e progr 
pubhcation and the preparation of · askmg for donations for both the lowmg year; next The N'ew York I veloped about 1842, but was not . th' b 'd . h d d' . ,,.,. those seventy five .. . . . . . ing rs progress y cons1 er1ng t e ma e urm., -
copy for the press will be consider- north and south. The papers in Gazette was printed by Wilham I used extensively until late in the B 'bl h d . t t? tf 1 I e c eap an ummpor an . even u years. 
ed. Various problems of religious the south especially showed the Bradford. I century. The machine has had 
journalism will be discussed, and fluctuati on of the currency issued, New York Post I m any Improvements and additions 
special lectures may be invited to and followed the business trends. With these rivals, the newspaper 1 made since then. 
deal with the special topics. Advertising Boom system became an enterprise that I" The Linotype is a machine design-
"News Photography" During the period of financial re - grew rapidly. It enterecl into the I ed to do the work of both type set-
"News Photography,'' will appeal ·adjustme/nt advertising increased I era of colonial journalism, until i t ing and type casting, by substitut-1 
to the camera fan. The fundamentals immensely. Department stores gave 1 finally the "New York Evening I Ing for lines of individual type me-
of photograp.hy, developing, and large ads, and railroads began to\ Post,'' printed in 1746 by H. D. t a ! bars or slugs wth raised letters 
1 printing, enlarging, use of press ! wake up and advertise the beauty i Forrest marked the end of im- on one edge. The bars placed toge-
.Photographic equipment, and stan- I of their respective routes, as well perfect and incomplete newspapers. ther in a page form, have the ap-
dard techniques are studied both by as the price and schedule. Patent \ The colonial n ewspapers were I pea.ranee of separate type, but is 
lecture and laboratory work. medicines ran a race about this' stamped by neutrality and had no I assembled more rapidly, and with 
Advertising time to see who could use the most opinions of their own. . less work. They require only one 
If you want to become a super- printers ink. ·Telephone and light Three More Gazettes j operator, and take the place of 
salesman it would be advisa.ble to companies, as well as gas companies The third epoch known as the I five or six hand setters. 
take "Advertising,'' 203. Advertis- inserted ads to boost their busi- Revolutionary Press began in 1748 Merg.enthaler Invents It 
ing methods and media, problems in nesses. with the publishing of the "Ameri-1 The present Linotype was made 
selling ana the psychology of ad- Books were taldng whole pages j can General Gazette" in Charles- I about 1885 by Ottmar Mergenthaler, 
vertising are covered. Special at- to be introdu.ced. Classified a dver- ton by Robert Wells. Then came a German by birth, then living in 
tention is given to newspaper and tisements were organized into a; "Thomas Jefferson's Gazette" and' ' B altimore. It was used the follow-
magazine techniques and practices. section, and people began to use I the "Salem Gazette." in g year by the "New York Tri-
them for m a ny different items. 49 Newspapers In Period bu.ne.'' Since then it has come into 
The journalistic advertising today At the end of this period forty- general use by newspapers and 
Security Bank 
--o--
W e W ill Endeavor to 
Hand le In An 
Effi cient Manner 
All Busine11 
Ent rusted to Ue 
'1as had one marked change, and I nine newspapers had been establish-
1 
Printing offices throughout the 
that is political ads. These are ed in the colonies, all weekly or world. 
often a source of trouble to an semi-weekly. This modern means of setting 
editor. No Dailies lines and assembling pages as con-
Honest Advertising There had not been a single 
1 
trasted to Gutenberg's is much, 
Our advertising of today is more daily issued up to that time. T 'he faster, and more likely to be correct. 
elaborate and decorative. The use papers of this period were full of i His old hand set type the beginning 
of colored ink, the lithograph, and but one thing-Independence! I of one of the largest industries to-
1 engraving, has made it possible to The fourth era of newspapers re- day. 
I make our ads of today more beauti- lated to political parties and was In as much as the newspaper is 
ful and artistic. The advertising known as the "political party press'• so common, many people do not give 
of today has become generally and was controlled almost wholly it the attention it deserves. Yet 
honest, and the public can usually by pollticians. today our modern industries could 
depend upon them to speak the Bache Issues First Daily not exist in their present form with-
truth. B. Bache issued the first daily out the printing press. 
> ... _.... aJ#Ot . ... ..,.. 
--
500 YEARS OF PROGRESS 
This year marks the 500th anniversary of the introduction 
of printing bv movahle typP.. From the 1440 Joh::urn Guten-
berg Press to the gigantic, efficient presses of 1940, printing 
and the progress of the world have gone hand in hand. 
Printing has been the mo~t importa:nt factor in the transi-
tion of Colonial America to the· powerful and peaceful country 
of today. Paper and ink mean civilizaton in action ... higher 
standard of living .. . larger and ever increasing markets for 
our product s! 
Touched by the magic hand of printing, millions of copies 
of your sales message may · be carried into the minds of the 
buying public at a very economical cost. 
The Printer or Publisher is ever poised to carry your 
sales message on a flight to profits ... new business .. or to 
the summit of still greater accomplishments. 
HARDING COLLEGE PRESS 
(, -44 ~4'•< 
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Bov' 8 Softball 1 Vols Defe';'t Chicks In 
J Opening Game Of Season BISON SPORTS 
BY GORMAN WILKS 
warm-up game and the Travelers. Season Started1,h~· v:,:";~:::: H the Chichks 10 l Vols E SOFTBALL I Rhodes is distinctly an asset on 
ti!• to 7. Hopper 3b....... 4 1 0 1 Long awaited warm weather has : first and C. L. Bradley is an out-
R 
Four Teams To Play 
Practice Games 
This Week 
and Buck Harris, two fine infielders The diamond was wet and soggy jstevens P · · · · · · · · 4 1 2 1 If' Id th t ld m m's es The 
I 
finally arrived much to the hap- ie er a se 0 1 s · 
in. addition _to Coach Berryhill ":ho \ and caused several errors that might Rho~es lb · · · · · · · · 4 1 3 O piness of those lovers of the game Trav:lers with Buck. Harris, Doug 
can hold his own in any position have been avoided otherwise. Since Buffmgton 2b · · · · 4 1 1 1 commonly known as softball. The , Harris, Coach Berryhill, and Hous-
'The Vols have a good battery com- it was the first game of the season Roe 1f · • · · · · · • · • · · 4 1 1 0 diamond is wet and soggy and not tin Itin are not to be overlooked 
bination with Clark Stevens pitch- none of the players were really in Chubbs ss · · · · · · · · 4 1 1 1 and may easily come out on top 
in very good shape, but if it doesn't · 
Jng and Lamar Baker catching. a ny condition to really play heads- Farris sf 3 0 0 1 The s k' the Chick eithe rain any more and the sun co·n- I mo ies or s r 
With the coming of warm, pretty Hugh Rhodes plays a good game up ball. Most of the participants Baker c 3 0 1 0 tinues to shine it will soon be in . might pull a rabbit out of their 
weather and· the close of the yearly at shagging flies in the outfield. · had trouble regaining their timing Ward cf 3 0 0 1 ' caps and come out victorious so 
excellent playing condition. Pro- · · ' 
intramural program for boys the at shagginb flies in the outfield. and as a result both fielding and : Shira rf · · · · · · · · · · 3 1 1 0
0 
bably the_ biggest difficulty that probably the best policy is just 
hearts of the would-be athletes The Chicks are depending on Reese batting averages suffered. · \ B. Harris rf · · • · · · 3 2 1 wait and see what happens before 
I \ 
will be encountered will result from 
naturally turn to out-door sports. Walton in the outfield. Ex Berry- Clark Ste;vens went the route -------- the failure of some of the players we make too many rash predictions. 
As the spring is generally devoted ~~~~~;d~::sfi~~: ~~!k:t:i~:i:~~ther . for the winner~ . At ~im~s ~e prov- 36 7 10 6 to show up when their team is If the boys put as much fight. and 
mostly to baseball throughout the I ed to be practically mvmc1ble, but Ch icks AB H R E I supposed to play. It is highly pos- I energy into the games as they did 
United States, our own athletes .The first of the league games several times the Chicks hit his B Berryhill c . . . . 4 3 1 0 Sible that a lot of the participants : in the fall, all of the games will be 
drag out their old spikes and gloves will be played next week providing ptches far for extra base hits. He · 4 0 0 1 
signed up to play without really I well worth attending, so .let's t~rn 
and begin practice for the spring of course that the weather permits. . Spencer P · · • • • • · • I I out and show the athletically m 
allowed eleven hits. Ex Berryhill lb .. 4 1 1 0- realizing just what lies before them -
softball games. Blackie Berryhill was the leading ; Bailey 2b . . . . . • . . 4 0 0 2 in the next six weeks. The last clined that we appreciate their 
Last fall four teams battled it out L1"fe Ht.story of I 3 2 1 six weeks of the Spring is by far playing and like to watch a good 
hitter for the game with three Timmerman ss · · · · 4 f 1 tl for top honors in the regular intra- M E Be h'll 4 1 the busiest time of the entire ast game. With a it e backing none mural contests. The games to be Student Paper bingles out of four trips to the · · rry 1 · · · · 1 O of the games will be disappooint-
' plate. The first time up Blackie lW'a lton lf . . . . . . . . 4 O 1 o school year. The weeks will glide by 
played in the future are not to ing. Batter up! 
clouted a triple over a fielders head, Waters cf ........ 4 1 1 1 so fast that before we can hardly 
count in the intramural program, 
but will provide an opportunity for 
(Continued from Page 4) and hit two singles later in the I Coleman rf . . . . . . 4 0 O 2 realiz.e it the school year wil be TENNIS 
those who enjoy it to have a lot gree. He is now a reporter on the game. Wilson sf . . . . . . . . 3 2 o 0 completed. It will be only through Softball alone has not been re-
of fun and work off any surplus 
weigh that they might have un-
knowingly stored up during the 
staff of the Chicago Tribune. The next game is scheduled for 
Florence Lowery returned to this afternoon between the Smokies 
school and the editorship of the Bi-
39 11 7 
a sacrifice on the part of the play-
7 ers that the schedule can be sue- vived with t h e coming of warm 
weather. An in creasing number of 
Officials: Bob Bell and Doug Harris cessfully carried through to a con-
cl usion. All who are signed up to tennis enthusiast s wend their way 
winter months. son in 1933-34, with co-editors Dan-
Softball has always been one zel Keckley and Asa Howens follow-
of the most popular and best sup- I ing the next year. Eunice McNeel-
ported of all forms of games played is and Jack Alston were advertising 
on the Harding campus. The play- l managers for that year. In the 
ers just seem to enjoy the great I spring of 1935 Harding was host to 
American game more than numer-1 the Arkansas College Press Associa-
ous of the other sports. There is tion and took the group on a trip to 
something about getting a good I Petit Jean for the business part of 
hit to the outfield, ma.kfng a the meeting. That year also the 
spectacul-ar catch, or stopping a Charles Coleman and .Joe Pryor \ 
threatening rally bY a beautifully co-edited the paper in 1934-35, with 
College City Candy 
Company 
Wholesale Cand ies 
CONWAY, ARKANSAS 
0 . C. Wakenight 
Company 
Yo u r Frigidaire Dealer 
Com p lete refrigerator S ervice, 
Arka nsas' Oldest Frigidaire 
Dealer. 
executed double play that gives one 
a feeling that is not often exper-
ienced in any other sport. 
Under the supervision of Coach 
Eunice McNeells as business mana- ' 
ger. It was this year that the an-1 =-----------------i - -------- -------..: nual oratorical contest was begun. 
Joe Pryor came back the next 
Berryhill four teams have been se-
lected, and members of the (various 
teams were selected by drawing. 
The All-Stars as selected· last fall 
year to the editor's position with J 
Charles Pitner as ousiness manager. 
Eugene Pace of the Bison was presi-
dent of ACPA, and Claudia Rosen-
baum and Eugene Pace won medals were seeded and distributed evenly 
among the various teams, The for their articles. It was in 1936 
names of all others wishing to that the Bison placed as an Alt-
participate were placed in a hat State paper. 
and drawn out. The roster,, of each 
of the teams is as· follows: 
Chicks 
During 1936-37 Claudia Rosen-
baum and Eugene Pace co-edited 
the now weekly Bison and Elizabeth 
M,urrey Wilson, Ex Berryhill, Rhodes acted as business manager. 
Reese Walton, Dan Spencer, Black- Sam Peebles and Zelma Bell took 
ie Berryhill, s. F. Timmerman, over in 1937-38, and the paper was 
Joe Spaulding, Orville Coleman, chosen by ACPA as the best week-
A t 99 Cafe 
P lat e Lu nchces, 
Short Orders, Sandwiches, 
and Col d Drinks. 
J O and ED 
Deluxe Barber Shop 
Rervice is our motto 
Westside Court Square 
W. E. Walls - S. H. Coffey 
Your Eyes My Business 
D r. M. ,M . Garrison 
Optometrist 
-o--
0. M. Garrison 
Jeweler 
to and from the court each day. participate please make a deter-
All of this group Is a nxiously look-
mined effort to be on the playing 
field on time whenever their team ing forward to the day the new ten-
is scheduled to play. It is rather nis court will be com pleted and 
' hard to p redict just which team made ready for use. The work has 
w!ll come out on top, I like the looks 
I
i hof the Vols. With Clark Stevens 
andling the pitching assignment 
and Lamar Baker catching it. is 
1 
evident that their battery is good 
enough for a winning team. Hugh 
Morris~ Son 
Shoes- Hats-Shirts-Ties 
Trade w ith us and Save 
been held u p for some time due 
to the abundance of rainfall. W th a 
to the abundance of rainfall. With a 
break from the weather a n d plenty 
of good old hard work that court 
will take shape fast. There is no 
doubt that the court is n eeded and 
will be used plenty when com pleted. 
The court lately has been ;very 
crowded and the addition of one 
new court should remedy the situa-
tion to a certain extent. It is my 
belief that with the completion of 
the court under construction the 
number of players showing up at 
the courts each day will be greatly 
increased. Probably the courts w!U 
still be .nearly as congested as ever, 
but it will show an increase of the 
interest in the game which wll 
tend to produce more and· better 
tennis in Harding. First ball! 
·PHYSICAL ED. Cl.ASS 
Coacb Berryhi1l is offering a new 
Lamar Plunkett, Bernoid Bailey, ly in the state, also winning a cup [ 
and Vernon Boyd. for best makeup that year. In addi- MRS. HOOFMAN ·;o .... - .... - .. _...._ ..... _" " "" ·~ CROOM 'S CAFE 
and distinctive class this term. It 
is a two hour class that meets 
Monday mornings and Includes in-
struction and practice in tennis Smokies tion to a number of individual i• 1 I 
C UT FLOWERS, PLANTS, CROOKtS ' 
Jack Lay, "Nubbin" Roe, Gorman awards in ACPA competition, the B ULBS and FUNERAL ,. 
mons, Milton Poole, Quentin Gate- when the present editor, Buck 
I 1215 E. Race ley, Alstone Tabor, Dillion Thomas, Harris, succeeded Peebles. Harris 
--o--
West Side of S quare 
Regular Meals, Short 
Orders and Sandwiches 
l and golf. The first six weeks has 
b~n devoted to tennis. With t he be-
ginni.ng of the last six weeks of 
school the class will devot e their 
Wilks, Louis Green, Jimmie Sim- paper won a second cup in makeup WORK _ '111 DRUG STORE t 
Foy O'Neal, and Leonard Kirk. was re-elected for the current year. l '------------------ t 
Buck Harri:r~::~'":iarris, Leland TI m:n w:::n ren;::b:::getsG~:: '1· 1 '""------- --------
. Ladies' Apparel Compliment• 
Waters, Johnnie Greenway, Eugene : f Whitman's Candy for Moth· : 
efforts to the famous old Scottish 
game of golf. Fore! 
Cone, Houstin Itin. Elinger Stough, I 5 and 1 Oc Store SEARCY ICE and It er's Day. i 
M. E .Berryhill, Don Healy, Doyle SNOWDEN' S COAL CO 1 I ,t 
Earwood, Carlon Hocutt, and Ken- Ii 
neth Davis. YOUR FRI E NDLY STORE Phone 6S5 · (•·.. J. 
Vols 
C. L. Bradley, Lynn Buttington, 
Hugh Rhodes, Clark Stevens, Lamar 
Baker, Clifford Coggins, Floyd 
Chubb, Harold Koehler, Paul Shira, 
and Thmoas Ward. 
All of the teams stand an excel-
lent chance to come out victorious 
as all of the teams are well match-
ed. Each team has a number of 
players who are plenty good and 
will serve as the backbone of the 
club. 
The Smokies have two good out-
fielders in "Nubbin" Roe and Jack 
Lay and Louis Green is a fine 
T HERE'S NOT HING YOUR 
MOTHER WOULD APPRE· 
CI ATE MORE THAN YOUR 
PH OTOGRAPH. 
Rodgerst Studio 
Phone 45-Upstairs by 
Bolton's Garage. 
catcher. The Tra.velers have Doug\ ----------------
Tires and Tubes 
Williard Batt~ries 
Auto Accessories 
Washing and Polishing 
COX SERVICE ST A TION 
Lubrication Tir e Repair Phone 322 
,_ 
MILBURN-JOHNSON GRO. CO. 
T he Home of Gold Bond 
and Silver Bond Products 
I .__________________ ~--------~-----~ 
Smith-Vaughn 
Mere. Co. 
Harding College Students 
We Will Appreciate Your 
Patronage 
White County's 
Fastest Growing Store 
L avogue Beauty 
Shoppe 
Special Mach ineless 
P ermanents 1P2.50 a nd up 
Phone 225 
WHITEWAY B ARB ER SHOP 
· Will Appreciate More 
of your patronage. 
Bradley, Harrison, Stroud 
PHELP'S 
Shoe Shop 
SHOES REPAIRED 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
Berry 
Barber Shop 
218 West Arch Street 
APPRECIATES YOU R 
TR AD E 
For Graduation presents, see 
Fann Jewelry Store 
We have a new line of jewelry 
OR. T. J. FORD 
Dentist X-Ray 
Office over Bank of Searcy 
11 
(Delicious and Refreshing) 
Allen's Quality 
Bakery 
SELECT BREAD 
----------- --
PARK A V ENUE GROC ERY 
Fresh Meats 
F a ncy Groceries 
Leon an d Jack 
Central 
Barber Shon 
The Oldest Barber Shop in 
W hite County 
M a rsh W est 
/ i 
Hall 
- · __ _.l. 
WOOD-FREEMAN LUMBER CO. 1 
;.._~~~~~~-"E_v_e-ry-~-h ~-n_:_:_~~-u~-ld-6_A_n_yt~hi_n_a"~~~~~~\ 
